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ABSTRACT
Students in introductory programming courses need quick and targeted feed-
back to make progress in learning the difficult task of programming, but staff
to provide such feedback are often in short supply or simply unavailable when
a student is studying. In this thesis, we present KLC3, a concolic execution
engine for LC-3 assembly built upon KLEE. With novel symbolic execu-
tor, memory model, and other modules, we can precisely identify improper
operations in an LC-3 program (such as accessing an undefined memory
location) and its discrepancies with a correct version of the code (such as
printing different characters to the display). Human-readable reports, test
cases, and scripts are generated automatically to help students debug their
code. KLC3 was deployed to provide automatic feedback to over 100 stu-
dents taking ECE220 at the joint ZJU-UIUC campus in Fall 2020. Student
feedback was solicited anonymously and was uniformly positive.
To meet our goal of providing feedback in 5 minutes for any submission, we
apply a series of optimizations. A cache is added to the relevant constraint
solver of KLEE to avoid redundant iterations, which reduces the 5-minute
timeout rate from 65.1% to 13.5% for 960 student submissions of a com-
plicated LC-3 assignment. Loop path reduction, a KLEE search heuristic
originally proposed for C assignments, is generalized to assembly program-
ming and implemented in KLC3. With the optimizations, we are now able
to test the full set of 3188 LC-3 student programs from Fall 2020 using suffi-
ciently large symbolic input spaces while keeping the 5-minute timeout rate
to 4.08%. For each of the remaining samples—those that time out—KLC3
detects problems and provides insightful feedback. Some optimizations show
possible benefits for the original KLEE and when used in other applications.
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Learning to program is difficult. As with all topics, students learn more
quickly when given immediate feedback tailored to their efforts. However,
while university staff—instructors and teaching assistants—are capable of
providing such feedback, they are not available all the time and lack the
time needed to provide individual attention to each student’s programs.
At UIUC, we have been leveraging KLEE, a state-of-the-art concolic execu-
tion engine, to provide rapid feedback on student programs written in C [1],
but the focus in that work is on C programs supported by the standard
KLEE. In this thesis, we present an extended KLEE system focusing on LC-3
assembly, an instruction set architecture (ISA) invented for educational pur-
poses in the textbook by Patt and Patel [2]. We refer to our extended KLEE
infrastructure as KLC3.
As KLEE relies on LLVM, we decided to make use of the low-level in-
frastructure provided by KLEE but to implement our own modules for pre-
liminary LC-3 code analysis, LC-3 state execution, a 16-bit memory model,
search heuristics. As we felt that the KLEE output might be difficult for
novice programmers to understand and to utilize, we developed issue filtering
and human-readable report and script generation to help students through
their first significant debugging efforts. Also, rather than requiring instruc-
tors to learn the KLEE API, we developed a set of annotations on LC-3
assembly files through which instructors can specify symbolic variables and
constraints, identify different types of memory regions (read-only, uninitial-
ized but accessible, and so forth), and select types of output to check.
After developing much of KLC3, we deployed it to provide feedback to
over 100 students taking the introductory assembly language and C program-
ming course ECE220 in Fall 2020 at the joint ZJU-UIUC campus in Haining,
China. Each student implemented three assignments over four weeks using
LC-3 assembly language. Each assignment built upon the previous one by
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including a student’s previous code directly. In the first assignment [3], which
we call Subroutines here, students were required to write two subroutines
to perform formatted output to the display. In the second assignment [4],
Schedule, students populated a weekly schedule with events, then printed
the schedule to the display. Each event consisted of a name, an hour, and
a bit vector of the days in a week on which the event occurred. Finally,
in the third assignment [5], Dfs, students implemented a depth-first search
with backtracking to fit additional events with flexible hours (again spec-
ified by a bit vector) into an existing weekly schedule. Students wrote a
median of 693 lines of LC-3 code for the three assignments. Since students
received feedback each time they committed their code to the Github server,
they were inclined to commit as they made progress, providing us with 1079
code samples for Subroutines, 1474 samples for Schedule, and 960 for
Dfs. For automating feedback, we also made use of correct implementations
authored by the course staff.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 intro-
duces background material including concolic execution, its applications to
automatic feedback tools, and techniques for handle loops. In Chapter 3,
we describe the system in detail. After deploying the system, we made a
number of further optimizations, the most important of which we explain
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides our test results of the system as well as
optimizations on the student programs. In Chapter 6, we discuss a few other
aspects of our system, including a summary of student feedback on KLC3.




2.1 Concolic Execution and Automatic Feedback Tools
Concolic execution is a program verification technique that combines concrete
execution and symbolic execution [6]. Symbolic execution, at high-level, ex-
ecutes code on symbols instead of concrete values. A symbolic execution en-
gine takes a set of symbolic variables and a set of constraints, which together
define the input space for the program to test, and executes instructions
by applying symbolic operations on these variables, resulting in symbolic
expressions. The symbolic execution engine queries a satisfiability modulo
theories (SMT) solver to determine the satisfiability or possible values of
symbolic expression. In practice, querying the SMT solver is expensive and
state-of-the-art execution engines support a mixture of concrete and sym-
bolic values, where concrete-only operations are handled internally without
invoking a solver. A state is a compact representation of the program at some
moment, including program counter, registers, memory, constraints and so
on. A path is an ordered history of the instructions that a state has executed,
which can also be represented by a path in the control flow graph (CFG).
When a state encounters a branch instruction and both directions are sat-
isfiable given the current constraints, the state forks into two states and
the constraint ensuring taking each path is conjoined to the corresponding
state. A state also forks in other situations, such as when executing a sym-
bolic memory access for which the set of possible addresses includes multiple
objects. When a state terminates or encounters a bug, a test case is gener-
ated by inducing symbolic variables to concrete values under the constraints,
which is expected to reproduce the same path in the test program and trigger
the same bugs in normal execution.
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At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, concolic execution has
been used for automatic grading or feedback in ECE220, an introductory
programming course [7]. The system is based on KLEE [8], a state-of-the-
art concolic execution engine on LLVM IR (an intermediate assembly lan-
guage emitted by LLVM compiler frontends) to generate feedback on ECE220
C programming assignments. A system extending KLEE to ECE391 IA32
assembly assignments [9] has also been developed, and works by translating
the assembly code back to C, which is then compiled to LLVM IR.
2.2 Handling Loops
Loops have long been problematic for symbolic execution. When loops are
present, the number of states can increase exponentially through iterations,
which results in an exponential growth of time and memory required by
the symbolic execution. Several types of approaches have been proposed to
attack this problem. Loop unwinding [10] intuitively limits the exploration to
a certain number of iterations, which possibly hides problems that can only
get exposed in iterations exceeding the chosen limit. Loop summary [11]
summarizes the loop effect in terms of a set of variables of interest, which
may not be feasible for complicated loops.
A third approach [10], called loop path reduction, approaches this prob-
lem by reducing the number of paths through loops, which is implemented
and tested in KLEE. In the extended KLEE, states are classified into two
categories: normal states and postponed states. The algorithm starts with
analysis on loop paths (CFG path from the loop entry point to either the
entry node or an exit node) and a normal state. A new state created at a
branch point is postponed if its path is not a prefix of any uncovered loop
path. After all normal states are terminated, postponed states are reactivated
if they can possibly cover uncovered code, until all loop paths are covered or
all compatible states are terminated. The algorithm achieves 11.8× speedup
on over half of 235 C programs written by ECE220 students with an average




KLEE offers a well-defined infrastructure for symbolic representations, opti-
mizers, caches and interfaces with SMT solver backends, upon which higher-
level modules such as the LLVM IR executor are built. KLC3 is similarly
built upon the KLEE infrastructure (with a few modifications), but we re-
placed the higher-level modules with our own code, including an LC-3 sym-
bolic executor, a 16-bit-addressable memory model, code flow analyzers, state
searchers, and generators for test cases and human-readable reports. Fig-
ure 3.1 illustrates the structure of KLC3.
KLC3 makes use of the symbolic expression representation of KLEE. A
symbolic expression has a width (1-bit boolean, 8-bit integer, 16-bit integer,
and so on). The value is interpreted as signed or unsigned based on the
operation (signed less than Slt and unsigned less than Ult, for example).
KLC3 operates only on 16-bit integers and boolean values. In the remainder
of this thesis, symbolic expressions are denoted as
(operation operand1 operand2),
with implicit type 16-bit integer or boolean value.
In the following sections, we describe the major components of KLC3 in
the order of the system workflow.
3.1 LC-3 Assembly Parser and Input Space
Specifications
With KLEE, a program specifies symbolic variables and constraints using
calls to special functions provided by KLEE [12]. In KLC3, rather than














































Figure 3.1: KLC3 architecture and workflow. All components in KLC3, as
well as some optimizations within the KLEE infrastructure, were developed
as part of this thesis, and are described in detail in this chapter.
1 .ORIG x4000
2 .BLKW #2 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as AN_ARRAY[2]
3 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC AN_ARRAY[0] != #0
4 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC AN_ARRAY[1] > #0 & AN_ARRAY[1] <= #10
5 .BLKW #8 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as SOME_STRING[8]
6 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_STRING is fixed-length-string
7 .END
Figure 3.2: Example of input specifications that define KLC3 symbolic
variables and constraints.
tions on LC-3 assembly files through which instructors can specify symbolic
variables as well as constraints, identify different types of memory regions
(read-only, uninitialized but accessible, and so forth), and select types of
output to be compared between student and gold codes to generate behav-
ioral issues. Figure 3.2 shows an example of defining two symbolic variables
starting from memory address 0x4000.
Users can also override the default behavior, messages, and hints provided
by the different types of issues tested by KLC3, and can to a limited extent
define new issues. Input files are parsed along with command-line options.
For the full specifications, please refer to the KLC3 manual in Appendix A.
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3.2 Symbolic State and Executor
States are compact representations of a program at specific moments. Each
state includes values of the eight general-purpose registers, the program
counter (PC), the instruction register (IR), the symbolic condition codes
(CCs), delta memory values (described in Section 3.3), characters printed to
the display, current path constraints, path history, and information required
by other modules. PC contains a concrete value (a determined execution
point). The other values, including output characters to the display, are rep-
resented with symbolic expressions, which can also represent concrete values
(call constant expressions). The symbolic CCs are implemented as compar-
isons between zero and the last symbolic expression used to set the CCs.
The symbolic executor executes LC-3 instructions on states by performing
the operations defined by the ISA on symbolic expressions. For example,
an addition (ADD) instruction is executed by retrieving two expressions A
and B from source registers and constructing a KLEE Add expression, as
(Add A B) using the expression builder. KLC3 operates on 16-bit integers.
The KLEE 2.1 code base only has full support for 8-bit integers, so a few
modifications were made to KLEE to accommodate the needs of KLC3.
The usage of a constant-folding expression builder is critical for KLC3,
which folds expressions such as (Add 1 1) into a simple constant 2. Oth-
erwise, the depth of expressions increases rapidly, leading to performance
problems and even stack overflow. However, the ConstantFoldingBuilder
from KLEE is not powerful enough to accommodate the needs of KLC3.
For example, the multiplication operation in LC-3 is typically done with
ADDs, sometimes involving loops. The ConstantFoldingBuilder works only
if the operands are constants. If an operand contains one or more symbolic
variables, the depth of the resulting expression can grow rapidly, such as the
example shown in Figure 3.3. However, programmers in introductory courses
can frequently write infinite loops, which can cause overflow of the expres-
sion depth before reaching the execution step limit set by the user. The same
problem occurs for the left shift operations, which are implemented in LC-3
by adding a register to itself.
To address this problem, the KLC3 executor folds Add expressions into
multiplication (Mul) expressions in the following cases. In the following
statements, A represents an expression and n, m are constants.
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1 ; R0 = (Read 0 VAR), R1 = 0, R2 = 42
2 MULT_LOOP: ADD R1, R0
3 ADD R2, R2, #-1
4 BRp MULT_LOOP
5 ; R1 = (Add N0:(Read 0 VAR)
6 ; (Add N0
7 ; (Add N0
8 ; (38 more layers...))))
Figure 3.3: Example of uncompressed consecutive ADDs.
• Adding an non-Mul expression A with itself is folded into (Mul 2 A).
If A is a constant, the constant-folding expression builder calculates
and returns resulting constant.
• Adding (Mul n A) with itself is folded into (Mul (n * 2) A).
• Adding A with (Mul n A) is folded into (Mul (n + 1) A).
• Adding (Mul n A) with (Mul m A) is folded into (Mul (n + m)
A).
Although handling more general forms may be useful, our tests on over
3500 samples of student submissions show that these rules suffice to protect
KLC3 from crashes.
When executing a BR instruction, the executor first constructs the expres-
sion for taking the branch. For example, if the instruction is BRnz and the
expression that last set the condition codes is A, the branching condition
is (Sle A 0)C, where Sle stands for signed less than or equal to. The
complementary condition, ¬C, is (Eq false (Sle A 0)). If both con-
ditions are satisfiable when conjoined with the current constraints for the
executing state, the state forks into two states, with constraint C conjoined
to the one that takes the branch and ¬C to the other. If the branch must
be taken (C must be true) or must not be taken, no constraint is conjoined,
and the state continues its execution.
3.3 Memory Model
In KLEE, variables, arrays, dynamically allocated memory regions and so on
are represented as memory objects, each with a starting address and a size.
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All memory objects are converted into byte-addressable (8-bit) equivalents.
For example, an int32 t C variable forms an object with value type of 8-bit
integer and size of 4. The aggregation of memory objects forms the memory
space of a program. Memory objects are not necessarily consecutive. A
memory access whose address is not in any memory object is an invalid
access and terminates the execution state.
LC-3 ISA defines 216-by-16-bit memory (216 memory locations, each of
which holds 16 bits). Treating the whole memory as a single memory object
of size 216 is both costly (SMT solvers cannot handle large objects [8]) and
wasteful (a lot of unused locations). Instead, KLC3 models the memory as
a hash map from 16-bit addresses to 16-bit symbolic expressions, in which
each entry corresponds to a memory location being used by the program.
KLEE allows memory accesses with symbolic addresses within a single
memory object without forking the execution state. When executing an
access whose address has possible values that span several objects and/or
unspecified memory locations, a KLEE state forks. For simplicity and per-
formance, KLC3 pushes the granularity of forking on symbolic addresses to
single memory location. In other words, only concrete addresses are allowed.
When a memory access based on a symbolic address using STR, STI, LDR or
LDI is performed, KLC3 evaluates all possible values of the address (the al-
gorithm is described in Section 4.2), forks the state, and executes the memory
access with those concrete addresses. Using only concrete memory addresses
simplifies the memory manager and avoids aliasing (two symbolic addresses
may correspond to the same address, depending on the state constraints),
which introduces overhead for solving the exact memory addresses. Although
the lack of support of symbolic addresses can possibly lead to state explosion,
KLC3 handles all samples for the LC-3 assignments that we have tested.
In KLC3, memory objects are only used to represent symbolic variables.
KLC3 extends the KLEE infrastructure with memory objects of 16-bit indices
and 16-bit values. Each symbolic variable is mapped to one or more Read
expressions, KLEE symbolic expressions that represent reads to a memory
object at specific offsets: (Read offset variable). Table 3.1 shows
the memory as the LC-3 program in Figure 3.4 executes.
Each state modifies memory as it executes instructions, resulting in a dif-
ferent version of memory for each state. Although the usage of the hash
map avoids the need to store unused memory locations, most values, such as
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1 .ORIG x3000
2 LD R0, SOME_STR ; Now R0 = (Read 0 STR)
3 AND R0, R0, #0
4 ST R0, SOME_STR
5 HALT
6
7 SOME_STR .BLKW #3 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as STR
8 ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC STR is fixed-length-string
9 .END
Figure 3.4: Example of reading and overwriting memory locations that hold
symbolic expressions. Address x3006 contains an ASCII NUL character (0)
marking the end of the fixed-length symbolic string.
Table 3.1: Expressions Stored in Memory Before and After Execution of
Line 4 of the LC-3 Program in Figure 3.4.
Address Before Executing Line 4 After Executing Line 4
x3004 (Read 0 STR) 0
x3005 (Read 1 STR) (Read 1 STR)
x3006 0 0
those holding instructions, are not modified during execution, thus only one
copy is needed. To balance access speed, copying cost and KLC3 memory
footprint, a two-layer model is used, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Before executing states, KLC3 loads all LC-3 files (including the LC-3 OS)
into the base memory, which is shared by all states. During execution, each
state stores the values written to its own delta memory, which overshadows
the base memory. When a state forks, the whole delta memory is copied to











Figure 3.5: Two-layer memory model. States are denoted as Sn.
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states. Since there is only one copy, the base memory is implemented as an
array of size 216. Each delta memory is implemented as a hash map using the
unordered map provided by C++ standard library. The number of values
in the delta memories is relatively small, so the access speed is reasonable.
Symbolic expressions are dynamically allocated and automatically deleted
when reference counts reach zero. Only pointers to the symbolic expressions
are stored in both the base memory and the delta memories, making the cost
of forking and KLC3 memory footprint relatively small.
3.4 Issue Detection and Equivalence Checking
KLC3 executes an LC-3 program and detects any improper operations by
the code, such as out-of-bound memory accesses. When applied to a pro-
gramming assignment and provided with a correct version of the assignment
solution (a gold version), KLC3 not only detects the problems in the test
program itself, which we call execution issues, but also performs equivalence
checking between the test program and the gold version, thus identifying any
behavioral issues between the two.
Execution issues typically indicate undefined or irreproducible behavior or
the possibility of a crash when the program executes. For example, KLC3
can detect the use of uninitialized registers. When a program starts, all
registers are considered to be uninitialized (bits!). If a test program state
uses a register without first writing a value into the register, KLC3 raises an
issue for that state. However, there are two cases that need special handling:
• When a program performs a bitwise AND between a source register and
immediate zero, the source register is not considered as being used, as
the result is zero regardless of the value. If the register is uninitialized,
KLC3 does not report the issue of using uninitialized registers.
• When the value in a register is stored to memory and loaded back, the
register is not considered as being used, which typically occurs when
a subroutine saves and loads its callee-saved registers. KLC3 tracks
writes of values from uninitialized registers to memory. If the values
are loaded to the original registers, KLC3 does not report issues of
using uninitialized registers.
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Most execution issues arise in the executor, but some rely on control flow
analysis, such as identification of improper subroutine structure, in which a
state executes a RET (return) instruction that does not return to the instruc-
tion after the most recent JSR (jump to subroutine) instruction.
The set of execution issues reported by KLC3 was developed based on
experience with student code. Initially, we reported only a few common mis-
takes based on our own experience, such as reading uninitialized memory or
registers. Early versions of KLC3 were then tested on student codes from a
previous semester (and later on students during Fall 2020 as they wrote their
assignments), which helped us to identify additional issues through man-
ual analysis, such as using a symbolic value for the program counter (PC),
overwriting instructions, and broken subroutine calls. After testing several
hundred student codes, we arrived at a stable set of issues, as detailed in the
KLC3 user manual in Appendix A, which we may extend in future semesters.
Behavioral issues signify differences between the output produced by a
student’s code and that produced by the gold code, and are identified by
comparing symbolic equality for the display (an I/O device), memory, and
registers after a program terminates. Specifically, when a state of the test
program terminates normally (instead of encountering a terminating issue),
its final path constraints are used to launch a state of the gold program.
After the gold state terminates, the equivalence checker module symbolically
compares displayed output, memory, registers, and/or the last executed in-
struction of the two states. If the gold state forks to multiple states, all of
them are compared with the test state. Assignments typically specify com-
parison for a subset of these possible outputs, so only those outputs relevant
to the assignment are compared, as specified in the KLC3 input files for the
assignment. Divergence in the outputs raises behavioral issues.
For the full list of issues that KLC3 can detect, please refer to the KLC3
user manual in Appendix A.
3.5 Test Cases, Scripts, and Report Generation
Issues are frequently triggered many times due to forked states and repeated
execution of static instructions. Ideally, each bug in a student’s code should
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Figure 3.6: Equivalence checking.
the test code, particularly behavioral issues. Issues triggered on the same
instruction may not necessarily result from the same bug, while a single bug
may trigger a series of issues at different instructions. To avoid overwhelming
students with failed test cases, we filter the set of issues produced by a
student’s code before reporting them to the student. In particular, we report
only one instance of any given execution issue at any location in a student’s
program. In that way, for example, if 50 states access illegal addresses at a
particular load instruction, the student sees only one report and one test case.
For behavioral issues (such as incorrect output), which cannot be localized
in the test code, only one instance of each type is reported from a single run.
For each reported issue, a description, the instruction that triggers the is-
sue (for execution issues), runtime information (such as the address accessed
for memory issues and the output for incorrect output issues), and sometimes
a hint about possible fixes for the issue is provided to the student. Each re-
ported issue is associated with a subdirectory containing a test case (one or
more assembly files) and an LC-3 script. The test case contains concrete val-
ues derived from the symbolic subspace of the state that triggered the issue.
The test cases are designed to be used with the LC-3 simulator (lc3sim), so
students need to understand nothing about KLC3 nor about symbolic exe-
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cution in general. Ideally, a test case follows the same control path in lc3sim
as it does in KLC3 and triggers the same issues (except for a small number
of pitfalls, as described in the KLC3 user manual as Appendix A). The LC-3
script can help the student load the test case and reproduce the bug be in
the LC-3 simulator—lc3sim. A sample report is available as Appendix B.
When solving concrete values from the symbolic subspace of a state, KLEE
typically prefers minimal or maximal values. For a string-like symbolic vari-
able, each character except the NUL terminator is in the range of printable
characters, inclusively from 0x20 (space) to 0x7E (∼). However, a string of
spaces is difficult to recognize in the displayed output, which makes such test
cases inconvenient for students to debug. To address this problem, KLC3
prefers (but does not require) upper-case alphabetic characters (from ‘A’,
0x41, to ‘Z’, 0x5A), in string-like variables. Specifically, KLC3 queries the
solver as to whether the condition that a character is in the range from A to
Z may be true given the state constraints. If so, this condition is conjoined
as a constraint before solving for concrete values. Otherwise, no constraint




Timeliness is critical for effective feedback. Symbolic execution on commer-
cial code may run for days [8], but typically students expect feedback to
be available within a few minutes after submitting their code. To provide
feedback within minutes after any submission, tuning of both the execution
engine and the input space is required. The raw speed of the execution engine
dictates the number and length of paths that can be explored, and improving
that speed enables exploration of larger input spaces. Tightly-constrained in-
put spaces finish quickly, but may not expose bugs. On the other hand, given
an overly general input space, KLC3 may run out of time exploring correct
paths, thus again failing to expose bugs.
Most of our KLC3 optimizations had not been developed in time for the
Fall 2020 deployment, forcing us to use fairly small input spaces, particularly
for Dfs, and thus to miss some bugs in our analysis. Using the code samples
that we collected, we have been able to significantly improve KLC3’s perfor-
mance, and are now able to fully explore much larger spaces while meeting
our goal for most submissions.
In this section, we describe the three more interesting optimizations: im-
plementation of an additional cache within one of the lower layers of KLEE,
an algorithm used to evaluate possible concrete values of symbolic addresses,
and extension of the loop reduction algorithm [10] to assembly language in
order to sidestep path explosions within loops.
4.1 IndependentElementSet Cache
The IndependentSolver module of KLEE removes irrelevant constraints from
SMT queries before passing them to the next-level solver [8]. For example,
given the constraint set {i < j, j < 20, k > 0} and the validity query of i = 20,
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only the first two constraints are relevant and should be passed to the next-
level solver, while the last one can be safely eliminated [8].
To identify the relevant constraints, the code iterates through the query
expression to construct an IndependentElementSet, a set of symbolic vari-
ables that are involved in each constraint and the query expression. For
example, the IndependentElementSet of the expression i < j contains two
variables, i and j. Constraints are selected in an iterative approach: starting
with the IndependentElementSet of the query expression (called the element
closure), the constraints whose IndependentElementSets intersect with the
closure are selected and the closure is updated as the union of itself with the
IndependentElementSets of the constraints. This process is repeated until
the intersection of each remaining constraint’s IndependentElementSet with
the closure is an empty set. In the example above, the closure starts with
{i}. In the first iteration, constraint i < j is selected and the closure becomes
{i, j}. In the second iteration, constraint j < 20 is selected as {j} intersects
{i, j}. The remaining constraint uses only variable {k}, which does not in-
tersect the closure, so the final set of relevant constraint is {i < j, j < 20}.
Construction of an IndependentElementSet requires iteration through all
levels of the expression to collect all relevant symbolic variables. We no-
ticed that student code samples produced large numbers of IndependentEle-
mentSets: for the 909 Dfs samples that assemble and require 10 minutes or
less to analyze, the average number of IndependentElementSets constructed
is 2.20× 108. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution using a logarithmic scale for
the number of the sets.
Constructing such a large number of IndependentElementSets requires sub-
stantial time. For comparison, running KLEE on a C version of the Dfs
program (compiled with Clang (-O2)) written by the author on the same
symbolic input space results in only 3.01× 106 IndependentElementSets be-
ing constructed, 73.1× less. The gap may be due to differences between the
LC-3 ISA and the LLVM IR, where the former lacks multiplication instruc-
tions (typically implemented as loops of additions) and direct value compar-
isons (use condition codes instead) so that more instructions are required
to achieve the same functions. Compiler optimizations also help reduce the
number of instructions. For the 909 samples, the number of LC-3 instructions
executed (Figure 4.2) averages to 2.41× 108, while only 5.05× 106 LLVM IR
instructions are executed in KLEE for the C version of Dfs.
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Figure 4.1: Number of IndependentElementSets constructed for the
909 Dfs samples.
Figure 4.2: Number of LC-3 instructions executed for the 909 Dfs samples.
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1 static IndependentElementSet getIndependentConstraints(
2 const Query& query, std::vector< ref<Expr> > &result) {
3 // newly added IndependentElementSet cache
4 static ExprHashMap<IndependentElementSet> caches;
5
6 // flush the cache in case it takes too much memory (did not
happen in our runs)




11 // now holds only pointers
12 std::vector< std::pair<ref<Expr>,
13 const IndependentElementSet *> > worklist;
14 for (const auto it = query.constraints.begin(),
15 ie = query.constraints.end(); it != ie; ++it) {
16 auto it2 = caches.find(*it);




21 // KLEE’s matching and swapping loop follows...
22 }
Figure 4.3: Code of the modified IndependentSolver.
We also noticed that student code samples led to significant overlap in the
constraints on queries issued by KLC3. For example, the constraints defining
the input space are included in every query issued to the IndependentSolver.
Given the overlap in constraints and the cost of construction, we decided to
investigate adding a cache.
An effective cache must have a reasonably high hit rate and speed when
results are cached. As KLEE uses dynamic allocation for symbolic expres-
sion instances, cache comparisons can be either pointer-based or value-based.
Pointer hashing and comparison are fast, but fail to match identical expres-
sions if they are constructed separately (in different states, for example).
Value-based hashing and comparison require walking through the nested ex-
pressions, which takes more time. We evaluated both approaches (and also
a hybrid) and found that, for the purpose of KLC3, pointer-based compar-
ison achieves a high hit rate and provides a substantial performance boost
for most student codes. Figure 4.3 shows the relevant modification. The
speedups and hit rates are shown in Section 5.3.
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1: function EvaluatePossibleValues(expr, C)
2: n ← SearchForUsefulBits(expr, C, 0, 16)
3: min ← SearchForMin(expr, C, 0, MaxNBitsNumber(n))
4: if MustBeTrue(expr = min, C) then . a common case: unique value
5: return {min}
6: max ← SearchForMin(expr, C, min+ 1, MaxNBitsNumber(n))
7: return EvaluateInInterval(expr, C, min, max)
Figure 4.4: Function for identifying the possible concrete values of a
symbolic expression. C is a constraint set.
4.2 Handling Symbolic Addresses
As described in Section 3.3, KLC3 models memory as a hash map from
concrete 16-bit addresses to 16-bit symbolic expressions. Given a symbolic
expression that represents a memory address, the naive approach—querying
the solver as to whether the address can be each of the 65,536 concrete val-
ues is obviously too expensive. Typically, with a well-designed input space,
an address has only a few (or even one) possible values. A more sophis-
ticated approach is to first narrow the scanning range, where both bounds
are evaluated using a binary search that requires at most log2(65536) = 16
queries (whether the address must be less/greater than a value) issued to
the solver. However, an address may span a large range but only have a few
possible concrete values. For example, address A ∈ [0, 3]∪ [65532, 65535] has
only 8 possible concrete values but spans the range [0, 65535]. Acquiring the
range [0, 65535] is useless. To accommodate such cases, KLC3 recursively
divides the range into intervals and determines whether each interval con-
tains at least one possible value. If not, the whole interval is discarded. The
complete algorithm is shown in Figure 4.4.
Inspired by the code in KLEE, SearchForUsefulBits evaluates the
number of least-significant bits that can possibly be 1, which provides a
rough upper bound with only log2(16) = 4 queries. The function queries
the solver as to whether the expression, when logically shifted right by some
number of bits, must be 0. For example, given a symbolic expression expr
and a constraint set C, if MustBeTrue((expr >> 4) = 0, C), the maximal
value of expr must not exceed 1111b = 15. Figure 4.5 shows the function.
SearchForMin evaluates the lower bound of the address, whose complete
algorithm is shown in Figure 4.6. After the lower bound is acquired, the
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1: function SearchForUsefulBits(expr, C, min, max)
2: if min = max then return min
3: m ← (min+max)/2
4: if MustBeTrue((expr >> m) = 0, C) then
5: return SearchForUsefulBits(expr, C, min, m)
6: else
7: return SearchForUsefulBits(expr, C, m+ 1, max)
Figure 4.5: Function for evaluating the number of possibly non-zero bits of
a symbolic expression. C is a constraint set.
1: function SearchForMin(expr, C, min, max)
2: if min = max then return min
3: m ← (min+max)/2
4: if MustBeTrue(expr > m, C) then
5: return SearchForMin(expr, C, m+ 1, max)
6: else
7: return SearchForMin(expr, C, min, m)
Figure 4.6: Function for evaluating the lower bound of a symbolic
expression. C is a constraint set.
function checks for the common case that the symbolic address has only
one possible value (MustBeTrue(expr = min,C)), which is common after
a few forks, and, if so, returns the unique value. SearchForMax works
in a similar way as SearchForMin except that it queries the solver for
MayBeFalse(expr <= m,C).
EvaluateInInterval (shown in Figure 4.7) is called with the knowledge
that there must be at least one possible value in the interval. If the interval
has a size less than 4 (selected based on empirical tests), each value is tested
with MayBeTrue. Otherwise, the function subdivides the interval by half
and evaluates whether the expression can be in each interval with ANDed
arithmetic comparison queries. Compound queries are typically more expen-
sive to evaluate, but this approach eliminates impossible intervals quickly. In
the example of A ∈ [0, 3] ∪ [65533, 65535], a total of 64 queries are required
to acquire the 8 possible values.
The function in Figure 4.4 accommodates the needs of all the LC-3 as-
signments that we have tested. However, as states fork, the same symbolic
address can get evaluated repeatedly (the same expressions but with differ-
ent constraints), which can be optimized by adding a cache. The cache is
designed based on the following insight: as states execute and gain new con-
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Require: expr is known to have at least one possible value in [min,max]
1: function EvaluateInInterval(expr, C, min, max)
2: S ← {}
3: if max−min < 4 then
4: for i← min to max do
5: if MayBeTrue(expr = i, C) then
6: S ← S ∪ {i}
7: else
8: mid ← (min+max)/2
9: leftV alid ← MayBeTrue(min ≤ expr ≤ mid, C)
10: if leftV alid then
11: S ← S ∪ EvaluateInInterval(expr, C, min, mid)
12: if ¬leftV alid ∨ MayBeTrue(mid+ 1 ≤ expr ≤ max, C) then
. If the left interval is impossible, the right one must be possible
13: S ← S ∪ EvaluateInInterval(expr, C, min+ 1, max)
14: return S
Figure 4.7: Function for identifying the possible concrete values of a
symbolic expression in an interval. C is a constraint set.
straints, given the same symbolic expression, the number of possible concrete
values is non-increasing. The set of possible values must be a subset of those
of the expression evaluated under initial constraints, the constraints before
the execution (the input space of the program).
When encountering an uncached expression, the function (Figure 4.8)
EvaluatePossibleValuesWithCache performs the following two steps:
(1) evaluates its possible values under the initial constraints using the orig-
inal EvaluatePossibleValues and caches the result using an expression
hash map; (2) queries the solver as to whether the expression can be equal
to each of the cached value under actual constraints. Later evaluations on
the same expression can start from Step 2 using the cached value.
However, as the function evaluates expressions under the initial constraints
(the input space) in Step 1, a well-designed input space is required. If the
input space imposes no constraints on a symbolic variable, the evaluations
concerning the variable under the initial constraints can result in a maxi-
mum of 65,536 possible concrete values, while most of them are impossible
under any actual constraint set, which takes actual control paths into con-
siderations. To accommodate the possible explosion, the function accepts a
user-set limit for Step 1. If Step 1 produces too many possible values, the ex-
pression is marked as unsolvable (under initial constraints) and falls back to
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1: SymbolicAddressCache ← empty hash map from expressions to value sets
2: Cinitial ← input constraints
3: function EvaluatePossibleValuesWithCache(expr, Creal)
4: if expr not in SymbolicAddressCache then
5: V ← EvaluatePossibleValues(expr, Cinitial) with user-set limit
. Returns empty set for failure
6: SymbolicAddressCache[expr] ← V
7: else
8: V ← SymbolicAddressCache[expr]
9: if V is not empty set then
10: S ← {}
11: for i ∈ V do
12: if MayBeTrue(expr = i, Creal) then
13: S ← S ∪ {i}
14: else . Fallback to original approach
15: S ← EvaluatePossibleValues(expr, Creal) without limit
16: return S
Figure 4.8: Function for identifying possible concrete values of a symbolic
expression with the symbolic address cache.
the interval-based evaluation using the actual constraints. Figure 4.8 shows
the complete function. The limit is set to 0 (that is, the cache is turned off)
by default for those users who are not yet sophisticated input space design-
ers. A typical value for the limit is the maximal number of possible concrete
values among all input symbolic variables.
4.3 Generalized Loop Path Reduction
The loop reduction algorithm is effective in reducing KLEE execution time
while maintaining high code coverage for student C programs [10]. The key
observation behind loop reduction is that even simple control flow within a
loop body can produce an exponential number of paths over multiple loop
iterations, but rarely are most such paths relevant to identifying bugs. Loop
reduction identifies all paths through a loop body and prioritizes execution of
states that cover previously unexplored paths through the loop body, while
at the same time de-prioritizing or even avoiding execution of states that
follow paths through the loop body that have already been covered by other
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states. The original loop reduction algorithm assumes that every loop has
only a single entry point, which holds for any C program that does not use
goto statements, and is also true in most C programs that do make use of
goto (generally for exception handling).
In contrast, the single entry point assumption for loops fails to hold for
many programs written in assembly languages. Without C statements such
as if for, and while, loops in assembly are constructed purely from branches
and jumps, generally resulting in more complicated control flow and less
clearly defined structure. As a result, we had to generalize the loop reduc-
tion algorithm to accommodate the more flexible forms of control flow used
by our students (and in our own solutions to the assignments). We then
implemented the generalized version of loop reduction and tested it on the
samples collected in Fall 2020.
We describe the generalized algorithm in this section, show the experimen-
tal results in Section 5.5, and discuss them in Section 6.4.
Loop structures in an LC-3 program must be identified and extracted au-
tomatically based on control flow analysis. The first step is to construct a
control-flow graph (CFG), in which the nodes are basic blocks (sequences of
instructions with a single entry point and no control flow except for the last
instruction) and arcs connect each node to any other node that may follow
it in dynamic execution. We consider only the context of control flow within
a single, well-defined subroutine (we do not apply the algorithm to codes
in which subroutine structure is defined improperly, whether we detect such
behavior statically or dynamically).
Starting with the CFG for a subroutine, we identify all strongly connected
components (SCCs). Each SCC forms one or more of the outermost loops
within the subroutine. For each SCC, we then identify each possible entry
point—the CFG nodes at which arcs from outside the SCC arrive. For an
SCC S, let us call one such entry point e. The node e forms one outermost
loop, L(e, S). Other entry points may form additional loops with the same
code (the SCC S); often, these are used to implement similar but separate
operations in the assembly code. A C compiler might produce such code if
it found common subexpressions or common code sequences within a single
subroutine, for example.
For each loop L(e, S), we identify all paths through a single iteration of L.
In one iteration, loop L can either terminate or continue to another itera-
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tion. Continuing to another iteration we interpret as returning to e, and the
Head to Head (H2H) paths are defined as all paths that form simple cycles
within S, starting and ending at e. The Head to Exit (H2E) paths are defined
as all simple paths that start at e and exit S (without returning to e).
We can then define the exit nodes for loop L(e, S) as the set of CFG nodes
outside of S at which one or more of the H2E paths of loop L terminate.
The nested loops (subloops) of a loop L(e, S) consist of all loops in S\ {e}.
In other words, the subloop has at least one H2H path in its parent loop
that does not pass through the entry point of the parent loop. For each loop,
we identify nested loops by recursively executing the algorithm on the CFG
induced by the nodes in S\ {e}, noting that the H2E paths of a subloop may
also exit any number of containing loops as well.
During static analysis, we identify loop paths as follows. We define an
H2H(H2E) segment of a loop as an H2H(H2E) path of the loop, but with
each arc within any subloop replaced by a single virtual edge from the entry
node to the exit node. In other words, the subpath in the subloop is invisible
to the parent loop except for the entry and the exit nodes. The number
of H2H(H2E) segments in a parent loop can be less than the number of
H2H(H2E) paths, as multiple subpaths through a subloop are counted as
one segment in the parent loop if the subpaths share the same exit node.
As loop analysis is static, dynamic jumps are not allowed. Subroutine
calls (within a subroutine being analyzed) are assumed to return and are
summarized as a single edge from the call to the next instruction in memory
(at the return address). Beginning with the most nested loops, loops and
their segments are identified through depth-first-search (DFS) starting from
each subroutine’s entry point. The algorithm is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.10 shows a pseudo-code version of a solution to Dfs written by
Professor Lumetta. As LC-3 assembly does not directly support recursion
(there is no stack frame), functional blocks are contained within one subrou-
tine, listed in a somewhat arbitrary order, and connected with interleaving
branches. To make application of the loop analysis algorithm easier to fol-
low for this thesis, we simplified the algorithm slightly by eliminating loops
associated with the days required for each event. Instead, such loops appear
as single statements in the figure (on lines 12, 14, and 27). Figure 4.11 shows
the result of applying our generalized loop reduction algorithm to the code
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1: function AnalyzeLoopDFS(u, G, parent, path)
. G is the parent loop SCC excluding its entry node
2: l ← none
3: if u is the entry of a known loop l0 then
4: if l0 ⊆ G then . required for l0 to be a subloop
5: parent.subLoops ← parent.subLoops ∪ {l0}
6: l ← l0
7: else
8: if u ∈ SCC S of G of size > 1 then . found a new subloop
9: l ← new loop with entry node u and SCC S
10: parent.subLoops ← parent.subLoops ∪ {l}
11: AnalyzeLoopDFS(u, S\ {u}, l, empty path)
12: if l is not none then . reached existing/new subloop
13: E ← l.h2eEdg . skip paths in the subloop
14: else if u is a subroutine call then
15: E ← {(u, u.next)} . skip subroutine and assume it returns
16: else
17: E ← u.outEdges
18: for all (u, v) ∈ E do
19: if v = parent.entry then . reach the parent’s entry
20: parent.h2hSeg ← parent.h2hSeg ∪ {path+ (u, v)}
21: else if v /∈ G then . exit the parent loop
22: parent.h2eSeg ← parent.h2eSeg ∪ {path+ (u, v)}
23: parent.h2eEdg ← parent.h2eEdg ∪ {(parent.entry, v)}
24: else . still in the parent loop
25: AnalyzeLoopDFS(v, G, parent, path+ (u, v))
Figure 4.9: Algorithm for analyzing loops.
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1: list ← event list start address
2: stack ← stack base address
3: sched ← 2D schedule array start address
4: INSERT EVENT
5: if list reaches end then
6: return true
7: fetch event from list and push onto stack
8: hour ← 0
9: TEST HOUR
10: if event is not allowed at hour then
11: goto ADVANCE HOUR
12: if any day for event is occupied in sched[hour] then
13: goto IN CONFLICT
14: days for event in sched[hour] ← event
15: record hour in event on top of stack
16: goto INSERT EVENT
17: ADVANCE HOUR
18: hour ← hour + 1
19: if hour < 15 then
20: goto TEST HOUR
21: ALL FAILED
22: pop top event from stack and move back in list
23: if stack is empty then
24: return false
25: restore last event and hour from stack
26: IN CONFLICT
27: remove event from days for event in sched[hour]
28: goto ADVANCE HOUR
Figure 4.10: Simplified LC-3 Dfs solution with interleaving loops.
in Figure 4.10. Note that the two innermost loops use the same basic blocks
but have different entry points (ADVANCE HOUR and IN CONFLICT).
We implemented the coverage update algorithm from [10] to track loop
coverage in KLC3. The algorithm uses a stack to record the current loop nest
in each state and to update H2H and H2E coverage. We also implemented the
StatePruningSearcher from [10], except that postponed states are selected
randomly for reactivation, without checking constraint compatibility with
the uncovered path. Unlike LLVM IR, LC-3 uses only the sign of the last
operation’s result to control conditional branches. Branch outcomes and
constraints thus depend on both the preceding instructions as well as the
control flow path into the branch, which is hard to determine without actually
executing postponed states. Rather than making complicated speculations
and incurring additional solver overhead, we chose to select a state randomly.
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Figure 4.11: Overview of loop analysis algorithm in Figure 4.9 applied to
the simplified Dfs solution code in Figure 4.10.
1 ; Some instructions
2 BRnp LOCATION_1
3 BRz LOCATION_2
4 ; Other instructions
Figure 4.12: Example of provably uncoverable branch.
As we tested the generalized loop reduction algorithm on the student sub-
missions, we found that there are uncovered segments containing provably
uncoverable branches. For example, in Figure 4.12, the BRz (branch on con-
dition code of zero) at line 3 is always taken, leaving any path including
the arc from instruction 3 to instruction 4 uncoverable. We developed an
algorithm to eliminate trivially uncoverable branches like the one shown in
the example. The algorithm evaluates possible condition codes to cover each
edge of conditional branching in the CFG by iterating backward through for
at most 10 edges. If the edge is not coverable with any condition codes, it
is marked as uncoverable and ignored during the enumeration of loop seg-
ments. Subroutines are assumed to return correctly and to set any possible
combinations of condition codes.
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4.4 Affect of Hypervisor
During Fall 2020, we deployed KLC3 on a virtual server with eight processors
and 8 GB DRAM. We find that the operation of obtaining the wall clock
time is costly in the virtual environment. We use the chrono from the C++
Standard Library to measure the global time and getrusage from the GNU
C Library to measure user time. Our early version of KLC3 measures escaped
time once after one LC-3 instruction is executed, which introduces substantial
overhead. The performance monitor htop on the server shows that about half
of the CPU time is spent in the kernel, which mostly corresponds to the time
measurement operations. The overhead is smaller on a non-virtual machine.
We then decreased the frequency of time measurement, triggered by the
SIGALRM interrupt once per second. The fraction of CPU time spent in
the kernel is negligible in the latest KLC3.
Also, KLEE infrastructure by default invokes the STP solver backend in
a forked process. Our preliminary tests show that the forking operations
are slower in the virtual environment, but we did not measure the impact
precisely. For all the experiments in this thesis, we run KLC3 and KLEE





In Fall 2020, we deployed KLC3 to provide automatic feedback for over 100
students in ECE220 at ZJU-UIUC Joint Institute for three LC-3 assignments:
Subroutines, Schedule and Dfs, as described in Chapter 1. After the
semester, we continued to improve KLC3 and to test it on the set of student
submissions, which consist of 1079 samples for Subroutines, 1474 samples
for Schedule, and 960 for Dfs. In this chapter, we detail the experimental
results of feedback timing, detected issues, and the effects of the optimiza-
tions described in Chapter 4.
5.1 Feedback Timing
We expect KLC3 to produce feedback for any submission within 5 minutes.
When the prototype was deployed in the Fall 2020 semester, we did encounter
several outages due to bugs, but most of these bugs have been tracked down
and eliminated, leaving the system reasonably stable. Also, most of our
KLC3 optimizations had not been developed by then, forcing us to use fairly
small input spaces, particularly for the assignment Dfs. Figure 5.1 shows
the distributions of the logged time spent executing 263 Dfs submissions in
Fall 2020 and the latest execution time on these samples using the original
symbolic input space. The remaining submissions either failed to assemble or
did not pass the fixed concrete test cases on which we tested each submission
before executing the more costly KLC3 [13]. Although there are some changes
in the timeout rules (each state was given a time limit during Fall 2020, while
the latest KLC3 replaces it with a limit on queries issued to solvers and a
limit on total time), the effects of the optimizations are clear. For these 263
Dfs samples, the fraction of the latest analysis time to the Fall 2020 logged
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of the logged KLC3 analysis times from Fall 2020
and the latest ones for 263 Dfs samples.
time appears in Figure 5.2. The geometric mean of the fraction is 0.0349—an
average speedup of 28.7×. The minimal speedup is 10.4×.
Although the original input space is explored quickly with the latest KLC3,
known bugs are missing when evaluating with that input space. As we have
been able to significantly improve KLC3’s performance, we are now able to
fully explore much larger spaces. Looking forward, in Figure 5.3 we show
the distribution of KLC3 analysis times using all KLC3 optimizations cur-
rently implemented for the full set of 3188 samples (865 Subroutines, 1363
Schedule, 960 Dfs) that assemble (the remaining 360 require a negligible
amount of time to determine that assembly fails). The input spaces are de-
fined to be general enough to fully explore student code samples, and are
substantially larger than those used during the Fall 2020 semester. For these
data, we set a time limit of 5 minutes on KLC3. All Subroutines samples
finish within 5 seconds. There are 130 (4.08%) samples that timed out, all
for the assignment Dfs. For each sample that timed out after 5 minutes,
however, KLC3 reports issues.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of analysis time reduction ratios for 263 Dfs
samples. The orange line shows the cumulative fraction of samples with
reduction ratios below a given value.
Figure 5.3: KLC3 analysis time for the 3188 samples from Fall 2020 that
assemble. We set a time limit of 5 minutes (300 seconds).
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Figure 5.4: Detected issues for the 3188 samples from Fall 2020 that
assemble with the latest input spaces. We set a time limit of 5 minutes
(300 seconds).
Table 5.1: Timeout Rates for 960 Dfs Samples with and without the
IndependentElementSet Cache




In Figure 5.4, we show the distribution of the numbers of issues detected by
KLC3 with the latest input spaces for all 3188 samples (865 Subroutines,
1363 Schedule, 960 Dfs) that assemble.
5.3 Effect of the IndependentElementSet Cache
We tested the IndependentElementSet cache described in Section 4.1 on
960 Dfs samples that assemble. We measured the KLC3 analysis time up to
10 minutes with the cache enabled, and up to 15 minutes with the cache dis-
abled (to capture performance information more accurately). We summarize
the fraction of samples that require more than 5 and 10 minutes of analysis
for the latest symbolic input space in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Impact of the IndependentElementSet cache: distribution of
KLC3 analysis time reduction ratios for 803 Dfs samples. The orange line
shows the cumulative fraction of samples with reduction ratios below a
given value.
We then eliminated samples that timed out as well as those that finished
within 5 seconds (to reduce measurement errors). For the remaining 803 sam-
ples, the fraction of baseline (no cache) analysis time required with the cache
appears in Figure 5.5. The geometric mean of the fraction is 0.288—an av-
erage speedup of 3.47×.
The cache hit rate is generally high, over 99.9% for more than 98.5% of
the Dfs samples. The cache miss rates for the same set of samples appear
in Figure 5.6, using a logarithmic scale.
Use of the cache for Schedule samples shows a similar result: for 1239
samples that neither timed out nor finished within 5 seconds, the geometric
mean of the analysis time ratio is 0.273—a speedup of 3.67×. The fraction
of baseline analysis time required with the cache appears in Figure 5.7. The
cache miss rates appear in Figure 5.8, using a logarithmic scale.
As all Subroutines samples take only a few seconds to analyze, we do
not measure the effect of the cache on those samples.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of IndependentElementSet cache miss rates for
803 Dfs samples. The orange line shows the cumulative fraction of samples
with miss rates below a given value.
Figure 5.7: Impact of the IndependentElementSet cache: distribution of
KLC3 analysis time reduction ratios for 1239 Schedule samples. The
orange line shows the cumulative fraction of samples with reduction ratios
below a given value.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of IndependentElementSet cache miss rates for
1239 Schedule samples. The orange line shows the cumulative fraction of
samples with miss rates below a given value.
5.4 Effect of the Symbolic Address Cache
We tested the symbolic address cache described in Section 4.2 on 960 Dfs
samples that assemble. The latest input space is used and the forking thresh-
old is set as 32. We measured the KLC3 analysis time up to 10 minutes with
the cache enabled, and up to 15 minutes with the cache disabled.
For the remaining 852 samples that neither timed out nor finished within
5 seconds (to reduce measurement errors), 86.03% of the samples take less
time with the cache enabled. The fraction of baseline (no cache) analysis
time required with the cache appears in Figure 5.9. The geometric mean of
the fraction is 0.945. 98.00% of the samples issue less queries to the solvers.
The geometric mean of the query fraction is 0.865.
The cache hit rate is over 99.9% for more than 89.8% of the Dfs samples.
The cache miss rates for the same set of samples appear in Figure 5.10.
Test on the 1474 Schedule samples shows a similar result: for 1233 sam-
ples that neither timed out nor finished within 5 seconds, 83.94% of the
samples finished earlier with the cache. The geometric mean of the analysis
time ratio is 0.923. 98.78% of the samples issued less queries to the solvers.
The geometric mean of the query fraction is 0.701. The cache hit rate is
over 99.9% for more than 89.7%. The fraction of baseline analysis time re-
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Figure 5.9: Impact of the symbolic address cache: distribution of KLC3
analysis time reduction ratios for 852 Dfs samples. The orange line shows
the cumulative fraction of samples with reduction ratios below a given
value.
Figure 5.10: Distribution of symbolic address cache miss rates for 852 Dfs
samples. The orange line shows the cumulative fraction of samples with
miss rates below a given value.
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Figure 5.11: Impact of the symbolic address cache: distribution of KLC3
analysis time reduction ratios for 1233 Schedule samples. The orange line
shows the cumulative fraction of samples with reduction ratios below a
given value.
quired with the cache appears in Figure 5.11. The cache miss rates appear
in Figure 5.12, using a logarithmic scale.
5.5 Effect of the Generalized Loop Path Reduction
Among 960 Dfs samples, 65 (6.77%) samples cannot be analyzed due to
improper subroutine structure during static analysis. Among the remaining
samples, another 96 (10.0%) samples fall back to the default DFS search
heuristics as more than 1000 loop segments are detected in each. For those
799 samples executed with loop reductions, 69 (7.19%) samples cover all loop
segments and finish earlier than does the default search heuristic. Excluding
4 samples that reported 0-second analysis, the geometric-mean speedup is
37.89×. The resulting analysis times range from 0 to 63 seconds, and the
average time is 4.55 seconds.
We observed some overhead introduced by the loop reduction algorithm.
Among those 730 Dfs samples that are executed with loop reduction but do
not reduce the analysis time, we eliminate the samples that finished within
5 seconds (to reduce measurement errors). For the remaining 690 samples,
the average time overhead is 11.5%.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of the symbolic address cache miss rates for
1233 Schedule samples. The orange line shows the cumulative fraction of
samples with miss rates below a given value.
We did observe one Dfs sample for which loop reduction finished early
but reported no issues, whereas issues were found without loop reduction.
Replicated tests show that the missing issues are reported from time to time,
depending on the states selected to reactivate in PruningSearcher. We rec-
ognize that there may be more samples that can lose issues with the loop
reduction, which is hard to thoroughly examine due to the randomness.
The numbers of identified loops and loop segments in Schedule and Dfs
samples are generally larger than found in the C assignments in [10]. For
example, for the 799 Dfs samples that can be analyzed, the median loop
count is 21 (Figure 5.13 shows the distribution). Ignoring the 96 samples that
have more than 1000 loop segments (so that the analysis is not completed),
the average and median segment counts of 799 samples are 137.23 and 65
(Figure 5.14 shows the distribution).
The algorithm to eliminate trivially uncoverable branches described in Sec-
tion 4.3 is effective: 262 of 799 (32.79%) Dfs samples have at least one branch
eliminated. Figure 5.15 shows the distribution.
Our test on Schedule samples shows that among 1363 Schedule sam-
ples, 181 samples fail to analyze due to improper subroutine structures. No
sample has more than 100 loop segments. Generalized loop reduction covers
all segments and reduces analysis time for 307 (22.52%) samples. Exclud-
ing 26 samples that reported 0-second analysis, the average speedup for the
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of the loop counts for 799 Dfs samples that can
be analyzed.
Figure 5.14: Distribution of loop segment counts for 799 Dfs samples that
can be analyzed. There are 96 samples that have more than 1000 loop
segments, which is not shown in this figure.
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of eliminated branching directions for 799 Dfs
samples that can be analyzed.
samples that benefit is 10.56× faster than the original DFS search heuris-
tic. After acceleration, the analysis time of the 307 samples ranges from 0
to 16 seconds, averaging 2.30 seconds. Also excluding the samples that finish
within 5 seconds with either search heuristics, among the remaining 767 sam-
ples, the average time overhead is 10.1%. The median loop count is 13. The





Students of the Fall 2020 offering of ECE220 at ZJU-UIUC Joint Institute
were surveyed anonymously on their opinions about KLC3. Roughly a quar-
ter of the students answered the survey. Survey respondents generally found
KLC3 feedback to be useful in identifying and understanding their bugs, par-
ticularly when bugs were subtle. One student mentioned, for example, that
KLC3, “...reminded me of an extreme case that I would otherwise neglect.”
As many bugs occur for corner cases, helping students to think more carefully
about their programs is also a positive outcome. We were also surprised by
student comments on the flowcharts produced automatically for their code
by KLC3. These were creating as a debugging aid for us, to help us to un-
derstand student code, but the students themselves also found them useful in
identifying differences between the intended and actual control flow. We had
not expected novice programmers to be able to make use of them, but the
class does define and encourage the use of flow charts in understanding pro-
grams, and several respondents commented positively about their inclusion
in the KLC3 reports.
The survey also produced a number of interesting comments. First, al-
though we had already kept response times from the server to minutes,
students still wanted faster results. Some of this attitude may arise from
instances in which our prototype system was unavailable, sometimes for sev-
eral hours. However, as illustrated in Chapter 4, we have also significantly
improved the time required for analysis since the class deployment. Second,
although we implemented per-student regression testing and rate-limited new
submissions to deter students from making guesses about their programs, stu-
dents did seem to rely on KLC3 for finding bugs rather than developing their
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own tests, going so far as to express surprise when the tool (with a limited
input space) missed bugs that showed up during grading. About half of the
respondents admitted to relying completely on KLC3 for identifying bugs.
Philosophically, providing more definitive guidance in an introductory class
may be acceptable. Alternatively, by restricting the input space used by
KLC3, one can leave certain aspects of testing to the students themselves.
Either approach is easy to define and to use based on the input scripting
language developed for KLC3.
6.2 Alternative Designs
Early in our project, we considered an alternative approach to handling LC-3
programs with KLEE: translating LC-3 code to C (specifically, to an LC-3 vir-
tual machine implemented in C), then compiling to LLVM and using KLEE
without modification. After some initial research, we decided on the more
direct approach described in Chapter 3.
The LC-3 ISA differs from C in several noteworthy ways: LC-3 programs
operate directly on registers and make explicit accesses to the 16-bit address-
able memory, while registers and addresses are managed by compilers and
hidden from C programmers. Also, LC-3 assembly can contain direct jumps
to arbitrary memory locations (using JMP or JSRR), while C offers only the
limited goto statement. Finally, subroutines calls in C rely on the concept of
stack frames, which are not explicit in LC-3. We feel that the additional in-
direction implied by mapping LC-3 code through a virtual machine and then
through a C compiler to LLVM would add too much overhead to analyzing
the relatively simple programs produced by our students. The complexity of
ensuring consistent behavior between KLC3 and the LC-3 simulator (lc3sim),
as well as inverting the mapping to explain issues found in the final version
clearly to students in terms of their original code, is also somewhat daunting.
6.3 Designing Input Spaces
A well-designed input space is critical to detect issues in the test code effec-
tively and efficiently. An overly constrained input space may not expose all
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bugs in the test program, while an overly general one may not be completely
explored in a reasonable time (due to path explosion). A well-designed in-
put space should be specialized to the assignment and may depend on the
understanding of possible bugs that students may write. Based on the in-
sights gained from the student code of the Fall 2020 offering of ECE220 at
ZJU-UIUC Joint Institute, we summarize a few rules of thumb for designing
input spaces.
• Instead of defining a symbolic variable with only one possible value, use
a concrete input value, which can significantly increase KLC3 execution
speed.
• Test for replication at least twice. When an operation needs to be
performed repeatedly, test it at least twice. Novice programmers tend
to copy and paste. It is possible that the first operation is done in
one piece of code, while the subsequent operations are done in another
buggy piece of code.
• For a fixed loop, test all combinations if it does not lead to path explo-
sion and the time for each test is acceptable. Otherwise, test the edge
cases (the first two iterations and the last one, for example).
6.4 Loop Path Reduction
The fraction of LC-3 samples that benefit from loop reduction is lower than
we had expected based on the C programs reported in [10]. Given the in-
sight we have gained so far, we think that uncovered loop segments are the
major causes. As some segments are left uncovered, PruningSearcher ends
up reactivating all execution states trying to cover them.
We observe some samples with a large number of loop segments produced
by unrolled loops, which are impossible to cover with the limited input space
we are using. Also, although many of the provably uncoverable segments like
Figure 4.12 have been eliminated with the algorithm described in Section 4.3,
we have yet to identify fast and efficient ways to eliminate more subtle ones.
For example, in Figure 6.1, the branch instruction at line 9 is always taken
unless the loop iterates more than 32,767 times, in which case R4 overflows.
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1 ; R1 is non-zero
2 AND R2, R2, #0
3 ADD R2, R2, #1 ; R2 = 1, bit mask
4 AND R4, R4, #0 ; R4 = 0, counter
5 LOOP AND R0, R1, R2
6 BRnp EXIT ; if R1 & R2 !=0, goto EXIT
7 ADD R2, R2, R2 ; R2 = R2 << 1
8 ADD R4, R4, #1 ; R4 = R4 + 1
9 BRp LOOP ; always taken unless R4 overflows
10 EXIT ; ...
Figure 6.1: Example of an uncoverable loop exit segment, adapted from one
student submission.
Given the knowledge that R1 is non-zero at the start of the code, the branch
at line 6 must be taken in 16 or fewer loop iterations. Therefore, the loop
never exits at line 9.
The overhead of the loop reduction algorithm is also larger than that re-
ported for C programs [10]. One possible explanation is the difference in
assignments, which affects the numbers of loops and segments to be tracked.
Another possible explanation is the high cost of coverage updates compared
with instruction execution. For the Dfs gold program without loop reduc-
tion, KLC3 executes 8.67× 107 LC-3 instructions in 68 seconds, averaging
1.27× 106 instructions per second. For comparison, the C version of Dfs
written by the author on the same symbolic input space and executed using
unmodified KLEE executes 5.05× 106 LLVM IR instructions in 113 seconds,
averaging 4.47× 104 instructions per second. The average time spent per in-
struction in the KLC3 executor is 3.52% of that spent by KLEE, making the
updates in PruningSearcher (the loop reduction implementation) in KLC3
relatively costly.
We are aware of at least one Dfs sample for which KLC3 with loop reduc-
tion finished early but reported no issues, whereas issues were found without
loop reduction. However, considering how quickly the analysis finishes for
the samples that benefit from loop reduction, we can also execute the DFS
search heuristic if loop reduction terminates without finding any issues in a
student’s code.
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6.5 Pushing Optimizations into KLEE
The IndependentElementSet cache described in Section 4.1 is implemented
in the IndependentSolver, which is a part of the KLEE infrastructure. In
fact, the authors of KLEE noted the possible need to reduce the overhead of
copying IndependentElementSets as a comment in the source code, which is
solved together with the cache. Intuitively, the cache should also benefit the
original KLEE.
KLC3 handles memory accesses whose addresses are symbolic by forking
the execution state and making the addresses concrete. This approach sub-
stantially reduces the constraint sets for many solver queries, so we decided
to implement forking on symbolic addresses in KLEE as a command-line
option, using the same algorithm described in Section 4.2. As there are no
“initial constraints” in KLEE (all constraints are added by calls to special
KLEE functions during execution), the cache of possible concrete values for
symbolic addresses is not implemented. Due to query simplification, we ob-
serve that forking states to produce concrete addresses speeds up analysis of
the C version of Dfs by 2.06×.
We next briefly investigate the two optimizations for KLEE on C programs.
Our test samples consist of 395 student submissions for the Spring 2017
ECE220 C assignment MazeSolver [1], of which 379 compile successfully
using Clang (-O2). Students are required to solve an acyclic maze using
Depth-First Search (DFS), which is similar to the LC-3 assignment Dfs.
Also, both assignments involve a number of array (memory) accesses. We
use a fixed 6 × 6 maze as input and make starting and ending locations
symbolic, using a wrapper code similar to that used in [1].
We use the original KLEE with both value-based and index-based transfor-
mation on arrays as well as symbolic index simplification [14] as the baseline,
as the two options are shown to be effective. The two optimizations are
orthogonal to the optimizations that we are testing. We use the default
solver chain of IndependentSolver→ CachingSolver→ CexCachingSolver→
STPSolver. Figure 6.2 shows the complete set of command-line arguments
we use. The -max-sym-addr-fork argument limits the number of forks
allowed on one symbolic address, as described in Section 4.2. If the option
is omitted, forking on symbolic addresses is disabled, in which case KLEE
handles symbolic addresses as it does without our modifications.
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klee --use-forked-solver=false --write-no-tests \
--libc=uclibc --posix-runtime --search=dfs \




Figure 6.2: Command-line arguments passed to KLEE.
Table 6.1: Geometric-Mean Speedups for 376 MazeSolver C Samples
with and without the IndependentElementSet Cache and Forking on
Symbolic Addresses
No Cache Cache
No Forking 1 1.07×
Forking 2.57× 6.59×
We run the 379 samples for up to 5 minutes in four configurations: baseline,
with the IndependentElementSet cache, with a forking limit of 32, and with
both. Three samples timed out in at least one of the configurations. For
the remaining 376 samples, the average speedups relative to the baseline are
summarized in Table 6.1. KLEE reports the same bugs on all 376 samples.
With only the IndependentElementSet cache, the speedup is limited. In
fact, only 64.89% of the samples finish more quickly. Figure 6.3 shows
the distribution. A possible explanation is the relatively small numbers of
IndependentElementSets constructed, as discussed for the C version of Dfs
in Section 4.1.
On the other hand, forcing KLEE to fork on symbolic addresses provides
a surprisingly large speedup, with 97.87% of the samples finishing in less
time. Figure 6.4 (a) shows the distribution. Interestingly, on average, 2.45×
of instructions are executed (c) and 9.95× of queries are issued (d) to the
first-level solver (IndependentSolver). However, the fraction of queries that
reach the STP solver backend remains around 1 (e), and the average number
of symbolic expressions in each query dramatically decreases to 0.170× (f),
which implies that the queries passed to the STP solver are much simpler.
In fact, the time spent in the STP solver decreases to 0.0687× (b), which we
believe is the major source for the speedup.
While executing the C version of Dfs in KLEE, we observed a number of
complicated queries issued to the solvers. Figure 6.5 shows an example, with
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of KLEE analysis time reduction ratios with the
IndependentElementSet cache for the 376 MazeSolver samples. The
orange line shows the cumulative fraction of samples with reduction ratios
below a given value.
which KLEE tries to determine whether the value at offset 64 of an array
is equal to 0. The part in the brackets from lines 2 to 30 is an aggregate
of some writes to the array whose offsets are symbolic: N0, N1, N2, N0+1
((Add w32 1 N0)) and so on. The value on the right side of each equal
sign is the value to write to the offset. As the offsets are symbolic, KLEE
must keep all writes in order and lets the solver figure out the final result
based on the constraints. Queries as complicated as the example rarely hit
the solver caches and are costly for the STP solver to solve. By forcing
KLEE to fork the execution state on symbolic addresses, the number of
states increases. But as the offsets become concrete, they can be handled
more easily in KLEE or in the STP solver, and offset aliasing is avoided.
Also, simpler queries are more likely to hit in the solver caches.
As the number of queries issued to IndependentSolver increases with fork-
ing, the IndependentElementSet cache becomes more effective. With both
forking and the cache turned on, the geometric-mean fraction of KLEE anal-
ysis time to the baseline is 0.152, an average speedup of 6.59×. Figure 6.6
shows the distribution.
Although the two optimizations boost KLEE’s performance for the Maze-
Solver C programs, we recognize that this benefit may only apply to the
specific type of problem being solved. BothDfs andMazeSolver involve
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Figure 6.4: Reduction ratios of KLEE with forking on symbolic addresses
relative to unmodified KLEE for several metrics.
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(Eq 0 (ReadLSB w64 64 U0:
[(Add w32 7 N0:
(Extract w32 0 (Mul w64 8 N1:
(Mul w64 5 (SExt w64 (ReadLSB w16 32 ELIST))))))=0,
(Add w32 6 N0)=0,
(Add w32 5 N0)=0,
(Add w32 4 N0)=0,
(Add w32 3 N0)=1,
(Add w32 2 N0)=29,
(Add w32 1 N0)=190,
N0=202,
(Add w32 7 N2:
(Extract w32 0 (Mul w64 8 (Add w64 4 N1))))=0,
(Add w32 6 N2)=0,
(Add w32 5 N2)=0,
(Add w32 4 N2)=0,
(Add w32 3 N2)=1,
(Add w32 2 N2)=29,
(Add w32 1 N2)=190,
N2=202,
(Add w32 7 N3:
(Extract w32 0 (Mul w64 8 (Mul w64 5 (SExt w64
(ReadLSB w16 6 ELIST))))))=0,
(Add w32 6 N3)=0,
(Add w32 5 N3)=0,
(Add w32 4 N3)=0,
(Add w32 3 N3)=1,
(Add w32 2 N3)=29,
(Add w32 1 N3)=190,
N3=194] @ const_arr1))
Figure 6.5: A complicated query issued by KLEE to solvers for the
C version of Dfs. The query is expressed in the KQuery language [15].
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of KLEE analysis time reduction ratios with both
forking and the IndependentElementSet cache for 376 MazeSolver
samples. The orange line shows the cumulative fraction of samples with
reduction ratios below a given value.
array (memory) accesses and depth-first search. MazeSolver programs
do not call standard library functions other than printf. Both assignments
are tested with well-designed and valid input spaces. In fact, our preliminary
tests on the GNU Coreutils, a set of test programs used in [8], show that fork-
ing on symbolic addresses does not efficiently reduce solver time but leads
to path explosion, thus increasing execution time overall. More research is




This thesis details a KLEE-based concolic execution system for LC-3 as-
sembly, which has been and can continue to be used to provide automatic
feedback to students for their LC-3 assignments. On top of the KLEE infras-
tructure, specifically constructed modules allow precise and efficient testing
on LC-3 programs. The system is user-friendly for both instructors and
students, and we have received positive feedback from students through an
anonymous survey.
A number of optimizations have been made into the system to provide
feedback in time, some of which achieve orders of magnitude speedup. We
are now able to test the full set of 3188 LC-3 student programs from Fall 2020
in sufficiently large symbolic input spaces while keeping a small timeout
fraction, delivering feedback within 5 minutes of any student submission.
We generalized a KLEE search heuristic—loop path reduction—to assembly,
which is not as effective as we expected, but may have future usage in other
scenarios. Some optimizations were ported back to KLEE and show possible




KLC3 is an LC-3 symbolic execution tool built upon the KLEE symbolic engine. It symbolically
executes an LC-3 program, detects improper operations (accessing uninitialized memory or
registers, etc.), and generates test cases, scripts, and human-readable reports. Given a correct
(gold) version of the code, KLC3 can also perform equivalence checking between the test
program and the gold for LC-3 output, memory, registers and/or the last executed instructions.
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Introduction to Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution is a technique for analyzing a program by executing the code on symbols
rather than on concrete values. The input space is defined with a set of symbols and a set of
constraints. Some inputs may remain concrete. The execution engine works on states of the
program, which represent alternative control flow paths starting from the beginning of the
program. When a state encounters a branch instruction, the execution engine evaluates whether
both branches are possible.
If so, the state forks into two states, and the constraint of taking the branch is added to one state
while its complement is added to the other. Other types of control flow branches, such as indirect
subroutine calls and accesses to addresses that depend on symbolic values, also lead to the
splitting of states. The execution engine selectively generates test cases with concrete values
within the symbolic spaces of states that have triggered issues. These test cases can then be
replayed in a debugging environment to trigger the issue in a controlled manner.
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Issue Detection
KLC3 can detect a set of improper operations of the test program and check whether its output,
memory, registers and/or the last executed instruction diverge from those of the gold. Detected
improper operations and divergence trigger issues. Issues can be categorized based on their
severity, either as warnings (with names prefixed as WARN) or as errors (ERR). A state can
continue execution after generating a warning, but errors are terminal. Typically, continued
execution is not meaningful after an error occurs. The severity of some issues can be changed
using KLC3 commands, as described in Customize Issues.
Issues can also be categorized based on whether they are generated by the program itself or are
generated by divergence from the gold program. The former, execution issues, correspond to
verification of the program, and typically indicate undefined or irreproducible behavior or the
possibility of a crash when the program executes. Issues arising from comparison with the gold
program are behavioral issues corresponding to inequivalence between the program and the gold
version, which is assumed to be correct.
Execution Issues
Execution issues are raised during the execution of the test program itself and have nothing to do
with the gold program. Most of them indicate improper operations of the test program.
Possible Wild Read
Identifier: WARN_POSSIBLE_WILD_READ
The program executes a load from a memory location that contains neither an instruction nor a
specific data value generated by. FILL, .STRINGZ or .BLKW. See the Specify Memory Blocks




The program executes a load from a memory location that is marked as uninitialized, for example,
the uninitialized stack region. See the Specify Memory Blocks section for more information. This
issue can be disabled or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Read an Instruction as Data
Identifier: WARN_READ_INST_AS_DATA
The program reads a memory location where an instruction resides. In KLC3, instructions and
data are strictly separate and no self-modifying code is allowed (see Restrictions on Test Code).
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Loading the value of an instruction is likely to be a bug so a warning is given. This issue can be
disabled or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Possible Wild Write
Identifier: WARN_POSSIBLE_WILD_WRITE
The program writes to an unspecified memory location. See the Specify Memory Blocks section




The program overwrites read-only data. See the Read-Only Data section for more information.
This issue can be disabled or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Use an Uninitialized Register
Identifier: WARN_USE_UNINITIALIZED_REGISTER
When the program starts, all registers are considered to be uninitialized (bits!). This issue arises
when the test program uses a register without first writing to it. There are two exceptions: (1) AND
R0, R1, #0, in which R1 is not considered as "used." (2) Store an uninitialized register to
memory and load back to the original register, which can happen when a subroutine saves and
loads its callee-saved registers. KLC3 tracks writes of uninitialized registers to memory and
generates an issue (also of this type) if a value is later read into a different register.
The uninitialized register is set to 0 before continuing execution, which may not be the case if the
corresponding test case is replayed outside of KLC3 (see Replay Pitfalls).
This issue can be disabled or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Use Uninitialized CC
Identifier: WARN_USE_UNINITIALIZED_CC
When the program starts, the condition codes (CC) are considered to be uninitialized. If the
program executes a conditional branch (except BRnzp) before any instruction that sets CC, this
issue is raised.
CC is set to Z (zero) before continuing execution, which may not be the case if the corresponding
test case is replayed outside of KLC3 (see Replay Pitfalls).




KLC3 keeps track of layers of subroutine calls (hypothetical stack frames). This issue arises when
the program returns using RET to locations other than the next instruction after the last executed
JSR(R). Although there may be some reasonable usage in assembly programming to break the
"stack," it's more likely to be the case that the student doesn't restore R7 properly.
This issue can be disabled or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Reuse Code Across Subroutines
Identifier: WARN_REUSE_CODE_ACROSS_SUBROUTINES
The program reuses a piece of code in subroutines and/or the "main" (entry) code. This sharing
sometimes occurs at the end of subroutines, when students reuse code to restore registers and
return, as follows:
Although assembly programming doesn't forbid such behavior, the style is error-prone and fails
when the subroutines call one another or are modified inconsistently. This issue can be disabled
or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Halt in a Subroutine
Identifier: WARN_HALT_IN_SUBROUTINE
The program executes HALT in a subroutine rather than in the "main" (entry) code. This issue can
be disabled or set as an error using commands in the Customize Issues section.
SUBROUTINE1
    ; Some code
    BR RESTORE_AND_RET
SUBROUTINE2
    ; Some other code
    BR RESTORE_AND_RET
RESTORE_AND_RET
    LD R0, STORE_R0
    LD R1, STORE_R1
    ; ...






The program halts outside the HALT trap by writing to the MCR register. The program writes to
the MCR register manually. This issue can be disabled or set as an error using commands in the
Customize Issues section.
Execute Data as an Instruction
Identifier: ERR_EXECUTE_DATA_AS_INST
The program tries to execute a data value, regardless of whether the value can be interpreted as
a proper instruction or not. This issue arises when the student puts data or storage locations
between instructions or forgets to RET before running into code. Its severity cannot be changed.
KLC3 strictly differentiates data and instructions. When a state executes data as an instruction, it
is terminated (this issue's severity cannot be changed). But in lc3sim, data may be interpreted as
a valid instruction or a NOP, which is a Replay Pitfall.
Execute Uninitialized Memory
Identifier: ERR_EXECUTE_UNINITIALIZED_MEMORY
The program executes "bits." This issue's severity cannot be changed.
RET in Main Code
Identifier: ERR_RET_IN_MAIN_CODE
The program returns (RET) from the "main" entry code. This issue can be disabled or set as a
warning using commands in the Customize Issues section.
Invalid Instruction
Identifier: ERR_INVALID_INST
The program executes an illegal instruction. Specifically, the program executes RTI. Due to the
strict separation of instructions and data in KLC3, when the program tries to execute a data value
as instruction, ERR_EXECUTE_DATA_AS_INST arises. This issue's severity cannot be changed.
Overwrite an Instruction
Identifier: ERR_OVERWRITE_INST
The program tries to overwrite an instruction (self-modifying code), which is forbidden in KLC3
(and likely to be a bug unless the assignment requires). See the Restrictions on Test Code




The program loads symbolic data into the PC, which is forbidden in KLC3 (and likely to be a bug
unless the assignment requires doing so). See the Restrictions on Test Code section. This issue's
severity cannot be changed.
Reach Step Limit
Identifier: ERR_STATE_REACH_STEP_LIMIT
One of the program's states reaches the step limit. See Limits on Test Code. Given a reasonable
step limit, this error suggests the student has written either an infinite loop or inefficienct code.
This issue's severity cannot be changed.
Reach Output Limit
Identifier: ERR_STATE_REACH_OUTPUT_LIMIT
One of the program's states reaches the output length limit. See Limits on Test Code. This issue's
severity cannot be changed.
Behavioral Issues: Differences with the Gold Program
In addition to detecting runtimes issues, which arise from the test program itself, given a correct
version of the code (the gold program), KLC3 can compare the display output, memory, registers
and/or the last executed instruction between the test and the gold, and raise issues based on any
divergent behavior.
Equivalence checking against the behavior of the gold program is performed only for states that
halt normally. In other words, states that are not terminated by an execution error.
Incorrect Output
Identifier: ERR_INCORRECT_OUTPUT
By default, KLC3 compares the output of the test program and the gold program and raises this
issue for divergence. To disable this default output check or to define new equivalence checking
issues, please refer to the Customize Issues section.
Output of KLC3
KLC3 automatically generates a package containing a human-readable report, test cases that
trigger the detected issues, scripts to replay the test cases in lc3sim, a copy of the test program,
and a coverage flow graph. Students can use the test cases and the scripts to debug their code.
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A typical output package:
Report
The report is generated in the GitHub preferred Markdown format, which can be used as README
on GitHub directly so that students can view it online.
For each detected issue, KLC3 reports a description, runtime information (associated with a test
case), and a remark about possible fixes of the issue. For equivalence checking failures, correct
values produced by the gold program can also be reported, depending on configuration setting
(the Customize Issues section).
Test Cases
Test cases are concrete input values from the symbolic space of states that trigger issues. They
are designed to be used with lc3sim so the student doesn't need to know anything about KLC3 or
symbolic execution. Ideally, a test case should follow the same control path as in KLC3 and
trigger the same issues when in lc3sim (except for some possible pitfalls, described below).
Replay in lc3sim
In the report, each issue is associated with a subdirectory containing a test case (one or more
asm files) and an LC-3 script. The student may use the lc3sim script (lcs file) provided in each
test case to load the test file in lc3sim. A sample lcs file:
Before executing the script, a student must compile the .asm files using lc3as. The script can
then be executed in lc3sim using the execute command or -S command-line option (new
klc3-out-0
├── test0
│   ├── test0-data.asm
│   └── test0.lcs
├── test1
│   ├── test1-data.asm
│   └── test1.lcs
├── test2
│   ├── test2-data.asm








version of lc3sim). A shell script may be provided to assist them.
Replay Pitfalls
Ideally, a test case should trigger the same issues as its corresponding state in KLC3. However,
due to implementation differences between lc3sim and KLC3, students may not get the same
result when they replay the test case in lc3sim. Here are some common pitfalls.
Uninitialized registers/CC: in KLC3, an uninitialized register is set to 0 after
WARN_USE_UNINITIALIZED_REGISTER is raised, whereas the register contains unspecified
bits in lc3sim. Similarly, an uninitialized CC is set to Z after WARN_USE_UNINITIALIZED_CC
is raised. As for memory, unspecified memory usually defaults to 0 in lc3sim, so there
shouldn't be differences.
Instructions vs. data in KLC3: when a state executes data or uninitialized memory in KLC3,
it is immediately terminated, which may not be the case in lc3sim. For example, .STRINGZ
generates ASCII characters, which are uniformly NOPs when interpreted as LC-3
instructions, and some students execute them deliberately, which should not be
encouraged.
Improper RET: lc3sim doesn't keep track of JSR/JSRR and RET, so it does nothing on
improper RET.
Coverage Graph
coverage.png illustrates the control flow graph of the test code and aggregate edge coverage of
all states, which may help students debug.
Initially, we included this graph for our own debugging purposes, but students found it helpful as
well, so we continue to generate it.
Using KLC3
Running KLC3
A correct (gold) version of code is required to perform equivalence checking. If no gold version is
provided, KLC3 executes the test program alone and detects runtime issues.
To run KLC3 with a gold version, use the following command:
KLC3 directly parses asm files. All input data (concrete or symbolic) and KLC3 commands
(described in the KLC3 Commands section) shared by the test program and the gold program are
supplied after KLC3 options (described in the Options section).
klc3 [options] <shared inputs> --test <test asm> [--gold <gold asm>]
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One or more test asm files are supplied, each preceded by --test (for example, --test a.asm
--test b.asm). Test asm files are loaded in order, and the PC is set to the beginning of the last
asm file, which is defined to be the start of the test program.
Similarly, supply one or more asm files of the gold program using --gold.
Auxiliary files, such as code provided to students, must be included in both the test list and the
gold list (unless the code has already been integrated into the gold asm file). The two programs
are executed using logically separate LC-3 processors and memories.
Each test case produced by KLC3 includes a copy of all input files (specified using INPUT_FILE
described in the Define Input Space section). The whole package contains a shared copy of the
other files. But if an asm file ends with "_.asm," it won't be generated or copied, which can be
used for pure KLC3 commands files or for supplying data that should not be exposed to students.
Restrictions on Test Code
Self-modifying code is not allowed. When a state overwrites an instruction,
ERR_OVERWRITE_INST is raised and the state is terminated.
Symbolic PC values are not allowed. ERR_SYMBOLIC_PC is raised when a state executes
JMP/JSRR to an address that depends on the value of a symbolic variable. However, this
restriction doesn't prevent the use of jump tables. A state that loads addresses from a jump
table forks into multiple states in each of which the target address is a concrete value.
KLC3 Commands
KLC3 parses asm files directly. Specifications on concrete/symbolic inputs, memory blocks,
customized issues and checks are passed to KLC3 through comments called KLC3 commands.
All KLC3 commands start with "; KLC3: " and are case sensitive.
Define Input Space
An input file is an asm file that specifies concrete/symbolic variables. To mark an asm file as an
input file, put the following KLC3 command at the beginning of the file.
Each test case has one copy of each input file, which is automatically generated by KLC3. To
include comments in the generated copies, use the following KLC3 command:
; KLC3: INPUT_FILE
; KLC3: COMMENT comment to the end of line
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Multiple COMMENT commands are allowed. Comments not marked in this way are not included in
the generated copies.
Concrete Input Variables
<variable> is a symbolic name for the input variable, which should not contain spaces.
Symbolic Numerical Variables
To specify a symbolic input variable, use the following syntax:
"SYMBOLIC as" defines a symbolic variable. It should directly follow .FILL or .BLKW. For .FILL,
the number that follows (xABCD) is ignored. For .BLKW, the two <size> values must match.
.STRINGZ should not be used to define symbolic variables.
"SYMBOLIC <expression> add a constraint on one or more symbolic variables. Decimal or hex
numbers should be in LC-3 syntax.
For example,
Multiple SYMBOLIC commands are ANDed together to define the symbolic input space.
Each SYMBOLIC command supports a two-level AND-OR statement:
Expressions should follow the same format of <variable>[<size>] <op> <num>. The
.FILL xABCD     ; KLC3: INPUT <variable>
.STRINGZ "ECE"  ; KLC3: INPUT <variable>
.BLKW x0042     ; KLC3: INPUT <variable>
.FILL xABCD   ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as <variable>
              ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC <variable> ==|!=|<|<=|>|>= #<decimal>|x<hex>
.BLKW <size>  ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as <variable><size>
              ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC <variable><index> ==|!=|<|<=|>|>= #<decimal>|x<hex>
.FILL #0  ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as SOME_NUMBER
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_NUMBER >= #0
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_NUMBER <= #14
.BLKW #2  ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as SOME_ARRAY_OF_TWO[2]
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_ARRAY_OF_TWO[0] != #0
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_ARRAY_OF_TWO[1] == #0
; KLC3: SYMBOLIC <exp1> & <exp2> & <exp3> | <exp4> & <exp5> | <exp6>
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operator & means AND and the operator | means OR. AND has priority over OR. Only one level of
expressions is allowed in a single SYMBOLIC command (no brackets). For example, the following
two examples define the same input space:
Symbolic String-Like Variables
To define a string-like symbolic variable, use .BLKW to bound its maximum length.
fixed-length-string makes the variable a symbolic fixed-length string whose length is
<size> - 1. Basically, it sets the last word to be '\0' and every other word to be in the range of
printable ASCII ([0x20, 0x7E]).
var-length-string works similarly except any word can be '\0'. The .BLKW block size remains
fixed, regardless of actual length of the symbolic string. The program should stop reading after
the end of the string.
To make KLC3 generated test cases easier to read, KLC3 prefers (but does not require)
characters from A to Z if the the symbolic space allows. If only a non-alphabetic character causes
an issue, the test case is still generated.
A variable-length string variable still takes the space defined by the .BLKW but words after the
NUL termination are not treated as uninitialized. Programs that require consecutive strings as
inputs can test with several strings of fixed but differing sizes, for example.
A string-like variable is basically an array variable, which means it can also be defined using
numerical constraints described in the Symbolic Numerical Variables section. For example, to
define a two-digit capitalized hexadecimal string:
; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_NUMBER >= #0
; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_NUMBER <= #14
; KLC3: SYMBOLIC SOME_NUMBER >= #0 & SOME_NUMBER <= #14
.BLKW <size>  ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as <variable>[<size>]
; KLC3: SYMBOLIC <variable> is fixed-length-string|var-length-string
.BLKW #3  ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as HEX[3]
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC HEX[0] >= x30 & HEX[0] <= x39 | HEX[0] >= x41 & HEX[0] <= x46
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC HEX[1] >= x30 & HEX[1] <= x39 | HEX[1] >= x41 & HEX[1] <= x46
          ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC HEX[2] == #0
          ; ASCII: 0 - x30, 9 - x39, A - x41, F - x46
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Specify Memory Blocks
Memory locations that are not explicitly specified with .FILL, .BLKW or .STRINGZ are considered
to be unspecified in KLC3. Accesses to a memory location that contains neither an instruction nor
a explicited specified data raise WARN_POSSIBLE_WILD_READ and/or
WARN_POSSIBLE_WILD_WRITE. Memory regions that student code is allowed to use must be
specified explicitly.
For example, to specify a block of memory with 75 slots starting from x3800, the following file
should be loaded as one of the shared inputs:
By default, any initialized memory location can be read or written. In the example above, .BLKW
fills the memory block with 0's, which can be read or overwritten. But sometimes uninitialized
memory blocks are needed. Writes to a memory region that is used as the stack should be
allowed, but reads before writes should be recognized as accesses to uninitialized memory
(WARN_READ_UNINTIALIZED_MEMORY).
To create an uninitialized memory block, use the following syntax.
Frequently, all memory regions in one asm file may be all uninitialized. In such case, the following
command, placed at the beginning of the file, change the default flag for all regions defined in the
file as uninitialized.
All .FILL/STRINGZ/BLKW in the file (except those marked as READ_ONLY) are set to be
UNINITIALIZED by default.
Read-Only Data
To make a concrete/symbolic value read-only, use the following syntax:
If a test state overwrites a READ_ONLY location, WARN_WRITE_READ_ONLY_DATA is raised,




.FILL/STRINGZ/BLKW ...  ; KLC3: UNINITIALIZED
; KLC3: SET_DATA_DEFAULT_FLAG UNINITIALIZED
.FILL/STRINGZ/BLKW ...  ; KLC3: READ_ONLY
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Similarly, READ_ONLY can be combined with the INPUT or SYMBOLIC as commands. The order
doesn't matter. The two lines in each of the following examples have the same effect respectively.
To make all memory regions in one asm file read-only, the following command, placed at the
beginning of the file, change the default flag for all regions defined in the file as read-only.
All .FILL/STRINGZ/BLKW in the file (except those marked as UNINITIALIZED) are set to be
READ_ONLY by default.
Define New Equivalence Checking Issues
KLC3 allows defining new issues for equivalence checking failures:
<issue identifier> should be all uppercased and use _ as delimiters for words.
<description> should start in lower case and ends without punctuation or line termination.
<hint> should be written in complete sentences.
The level of an equivalence checking issue has no effect on the execution, since equivalence
checking is only performed when a state halts. It only affects how the issue is presented in the
report.
Add Equivalence Checking Items
To add an equivalence checking item, use one of the following commands.
OUTPUT: check the output of the test program against the gold.
.FILL #0  ; KLC3: INPUT SOME_NUMBER READ_ONLY
.FILL #0  ; KLC3: READ_ONLY INPUT SOME_NUMBER
.FILL #0  ; KLC3: SYMBOLIC as SOME_NUMBER READ_ONLY
.FILL #0  ; KLC3: READ_ONLY SYMBOLIC as SOME_NUMBER
; KLC3: SET_DATA_DEFAULT_FLAG READ_ONLY
; KLC3: ISSUE DEFINE ERROR|WARNING <issue identifier> "<description>" ["<hint>"]
; KLC3: CHECK OUTPUT for <issue identifier> [DUMP_GOLD|NOT_DUMP_GOLD]
; KLC3: CHECK R<lower> [to R<upper>] for <issue identifier> [DUMP_GOLD|NOT_DUMP_GOLD]
; KLC3: CHECK MEMORY <lower> [to <upper>] for <issue identifier> [DUMP_GOLD|NOT_DUMP_GOLD]
; KLC3: CHECK LAST_INST for <issue identifier> [DUMP_GOLD|NOT_DUMP_GOLD]
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R*: check one or more registers.
MEM: check memory from <lower> to <upper> (both inclusive). Use LC-3 syntax for
addresses.
LAST_INST: check the address of the last executed instruction in the user space (that is,
excluding the OS code). This check can be used to verify whether a subroutine has
returned properly (the same entry code must be used for the test program and the gold
program).
DUMP_GOLD makes KLC3 shows correct output/registers/memory/last instruction in the report,
making it easier for students to see the difference.
By default, the output is compared and targets ERR_INCORRECT_OUTPUT with DUMP_GOLD. To
turn off the default output comparison, use ISSUE SET_LEVEL ERR_INCORRECT_OUTPUT
NONE.
Customize Issues
<issue identifier> for built-in execution issues can be found under the titles of each issue.
For example, with SET_LEVEL WARN_POSSIBLE_WILD_READ ERROR, a state that reads
unspecified memory is terminated at the erroneous load instruction.
All built-in execution warnings can be set to NONE, WARN or ERROR. All built-in execution errors
except ERR_RET_IN_MAIN_CODE must be errors since KLC3 can't continue the execution.
Other KLC3 Commands
When testing a standalone subroutine, we may want to check the register values after it returns.
However, HALT changes registers. To make a state instantly halt without going into the OS trap,
use the following command.
When a state executes this instruction, it halts immediately without going into the OS code, and
therefore all register values are preserved. The halting message is not printed.
Design Input Space
A well-designed input space is critical to detect issues in the test code effectively and efficiently.
; KLC3: ISSUE SET_LEVEL <issue identifier> ERROR|WARNING|NONE
; KLC3: ISSUE SET_DESCRIPTION <issue identifier> "<description>"
; KLC3: ISSUE SET_HINT <issue identifier> "<hint>"
HALT  ; KLC3: INSTANT_HALT
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An overly constrained input space may not expose all bugs in the test program, while an overly
general one may not be completely explored in a reasonable time (due to path explosion). The
input space should be specialized to the assignment and may depend on the understanding of
possible bugs that students may write. Here are a few suggestions that help in designing an input
space.
Instead of defining a symbolic variable with only one possible value, use a concrete input
value, which can significantly increase KLC3 execution speed.
Test for replication at least twice. When an operation needs to be performed repeatedly,
test it at least twice. Novice programmers tend to copy and paste. It's possible that the first
operation is done in one piece of code, while the subsequent operations are done in
another buggy, piece of code.
For a fixed loop, test all combinations if it doesn't lead to path explosion and the time for
each test is acceptable. Otherwise, test the edge cases (the first two iterations and the last
one, for example).
Options
Limits on Test Code
Students can write all kinds of code. To provide in-time feedback, in addition to a properly
designed input space, limits on student code are also necessary.
To limit the total running time of KLC3, use the following two options:
KLC3 uses the same time format as KLEE:
But even when total time is limited, KLC3 may get stuck in one state, as is the case the test
program contains an infinite loop, for example. The following two options can be used:
-max-time=<string>              - Stop exploring the test program and generate result 
                                  after this amount of time (0 for no constraint, default)
-early-exit-time=<string>       - If this amount of time has passed and at least one 
                                  issue is detected, stop exploring and generate result 
                                  (0 for no constraint, default)
Time spans can be specified in two ways:
1. As positive real numbers representing seconds, e.g. '10', '3.5' but not 'INF', 'NaN', 
   '1e3','-4.5s'
2. As a sequence of natural numbers with specified units, e.g. '1h10min' (= '70min'), 
   '5min10s' but not '3.5min', '8S'
The following units are supported: h, min, s, ms, us, ns.
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Usually, the step limits on students' code should be a few times that requires by the gold
program. Although reaching the step limit doesn't necessarily imply that the program is incorrect,
it's reasonable to say that at least the student has implemented an inefficient approach.
Output Options
By default, KLC3 creates a directory at the same path as the last loaded asm file named "klc3-
out-*" where "*" is the minimal integer that doesn't conflict with existing directories.
To change the output directory, use the following option. The path is relative to the current
working directory.
There are a few other output options. Run klc3 --help for the full list.
Report Options
To change the report filename, use the following option.
When a report is viewed online, spaces in LC-3 output may not be shown clearly. For assignments
related to string processing, KLC3 replaces all spaces in LC-3 output with "_" when the following
option is set.
Similarly, linefeeds can be replaced by a special Unicode character indicating the end of the line.
-max-lc3-step-count=<int>       - Terminate a state when its step count reaches the 
                                  number (0 for no constraint, default)
-max-lc3-out-length=<int>       - Terminate a state when its output length reaches the 
                                  number (0 for no constraint, default)  
-output-dir=<string>            - Output directory that of report, test cases and scripts.
                                If not specified, klc3 will output to 'klc3-out-*' directory.
                                If set as "none," no output files will be created (dry-run). Otherwise, output will be written to the given directory.
-report-basename=<string>       - Basename for report file, excluding extension 
                                  (determined by the report-style option, default="report")
-report-replace-space           - Replace each space with '_' for LC-3 output in the 
                                  report (default=false)
-report-replace-linefeed        - Replace '\n' and '\r' with unicode special character  
                                  for LC-3 output in the report (default=false)
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Run klc3 --help for the full list of report options.
Other Options
There is one option inherited from KLEE that may be critical to KLC3 performance:
Our experiments on some virtual machines show that forking can introduce a great overhead
(kernel operations take a large portion of time). In the case, forked solver should be turned off.
-use-forked-solver               - Run the core SMT solver in a forked process 




Note: this report was generated from a made-up example.
!
 ERROR: for some input, your program doesn't halt before it reaches the output limit.
NOTE: in test0, at step 19800, program doesn't halt after printing 1101 characters.
The output until your program is killed (click to expand)
REMARK: Probably R7 is not restored in your subroutines or there is infinite loop in your code.
Notice that your program already prints more characters to the screen than what is expected,
which can't be correct. Result comparison is not run until you fix this issue.
 ERROR: incorrect output.
NOTE: in test1, at step 1586, your output (length = 72) is:
The expected output (length = 988) is:
BBBBBBBBBB conflicts with an earlier event.
--- halting the LC-3 ---
         |  MONDAY | TUESDAY |WEDNESDAY| THURSDAY|  FRIDAY 
   0600  |         |         |         |         |         
   0700  |         |         |         |         |         
   0800  |         |         |         |         |         
   0900  |         |         |         |         |         
   1000  |         |         |         |         |         
   1100  |         |         |         |         |         
   1200  |         |         |         |         |         
   1300  |         |         |         |         |         
   1400  |         |         |         |         |         
   1500  |         |         |         |         |         
   1600  |         |         |         |         |         
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Spaces may not be shown clearly. Selecting the text may help.
REMARK: Your output doesn't match the expected one.
!
 ERROR: your memory of the schedule doesn't match the expected one.
NOTE: in test2, at step 1589, your memory from address x3800 to x384A is:
The expected memory is:
REMARK: Make sure you use follow the specifications.
⚠
 WARNING: write to uninitialized memory at [sample.asm:68] STR R7,R5,#0.
NOTE: in test0, at step 384, writing to unspecified addr x384B.
REMARK: This is risky. You are encouraged to use memory that is explicitly specified in your code
(.BLKW, .FILL, etc.) or explicitly allowed by the assignment.
 WARNING: use uninitialized register at [sample.asm:387] LDR R0,R5,#0.
NOTE: in test0, at step 16343, using uninitialized R5.
   1700  |         |         |         |         |         
   1800  |         |         |         |         |         
   1900  |         |         |         |         |         
   2000  |         |    A    |BBBBBBBBB|BBBBBBBBB|BBBBBBBBB
--- halting the LC-3 ---
37F8:                                         0000 0000 0000 0000  ....
3804: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3810: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
381C: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3828: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3834: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3840: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 4001 0000 0000 0000       ...........
37F8:                                         0000 0000 0000 0000  ....
3804: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3810: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
381C: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3828: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3834: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000  ............
3840: 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 4001 0000 0000 0000 0000       ...........
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REMARK: Do not assume the initial value of register. Now it is assumed to be 0 (notice: not
necessarily when replay)
⚠
 WARNING: use uninitialized register at [sample.asm:407] ADD R4,R4,#1.
NOTE: in test0, at step 16192, using uninitialized R4.
 WARNING: RET to improper location at [sample.asm:420] RET.
NOTE: in test0, at step 16191, expect RET to addr x3005 right after [sample.asm:34] JSR
PRINT_SCHEDULE, but actually RET to addr x30F5.
REMARK: Have you correctly restore R7? Or are you skipping levels deliberately?
 WARNING: read a memory location which stores an instruction rather than data at
[sample.asm:526] LDR R0,R1,#0.
NOTE: in test0, at step 16352, reading addr x0495.
REMARK: It's possible that you have calculate the address incorrectly, or maybe you don't
preserve enough space for your data.
 WARNING: read a memory location which stores an instruction rather than data at
[sample.asm:544] LDR R0,R1,#0.
NOTE: in test0, at step 16490, reading addr x0495.
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